democratic;equal time has no part in

science,nor does the emotionalrhetoric of debate;science is based on the
weightof evidence.Besides,thereis no
scientific controversyregardingthe
reality of biological evolution, only
aboutsome of the mechanismdetails.
The so-calledcontroversyclaimedby
anti-evolution promoters is, upon
inspection,clearlycontrived,and misrepresentsboth scienceand evolution.

On "Human Genealogy"
Dear Editor,

Thanks,
David. L. Wilcox, Ph.D.
Professorof Biology
EasternUniversity
St. Davids, PA
dwilcox@eastern.edu
Our thanksto Dr. Wilcoxforpointing
this out.
-The Editor

Dear Editor,
The guest editorial by Bhattacharjee, Janssen and Gregg (ABT,
68(2), 69-72, February2006) rightly
points out that the similarityof molecules, processes, and structures
among all organismsis the best evidence we have for the evolutionary
concept of descent from a common
ancestor.Almost all biologists accept
this view. However,biology teachers
and others should be awarethat creationists generally do not accept it.
Instead, these similarities are interpreted to be a result of the rationali-

tion is being presented. Otherwise,
controversyis being suggestedwhere
none reallyexists. It's only when the
natureof science is being thoroughly
exploredthatthe misleadingstrategies
of pseudosciencemustbe exposed.It's
our obligationto do so.
LarryFlammer
WebmasterforENSiweb
SanJose, CA
flammer2@tacbell.net

sands of copies of LINE 1 are present in the genomes of every other
species of mammal that has been
examined. It is also the presence of
shared LINEs that unequivocally
shows whales to be artiodactyls.It is
hard for creationiststo arguethat the
rational creator put thousands of
copies of these useless sequences
Sincerelyyours,
into every mammalian species, or
Werner G. Heim every species of artiodactyl.One creProfessorEmeritusof Biology ationist's argumentagainst this kind
ColoradoCollege of observationis that there reallyare
ColoradoSprings,CO80903-3294 no nonfunctional sequences, only
wheim@coloradocolleg.edu sequences for which a function has
not yet been discovered.Another'sis
Response
that nonfunctional sequences are
We quite agree with Professor examples of the creator exhibiting
Heim that teachers and others his artistic creativity.Both are very
should be aware that creationists weak argumentsat best and without
generallydo not accept the similari- any scientificevidence or basis. For a
ties in molecules, processes and more extensive discussion of the
structures as being due to descent molecularevidence for evolution,see
from a common ancestor. However Gregg, Janssen and Bhattacharjee,
we would like to suggest that their 2003, TheScienceTeacher,70, 24-31.
counter arguments based on the
Thomas Gregg
rationalityof the creatordo not work
GaryJanssen
for nonfunctional shared similarities
Jnandra Bhattacharjee
such as pseudogenes or LINEs.
While 95% of the E. coli genome is
functional, there is general agree- References
ment that in higher organisms, Lander,E. S. et al. (2001). Initial sequencing
including humans, a majorityof the
and analysis of the human genome.
Nature,409, 860-921.
genome is nonfunctional. LINEs
stands for Long Interspersed Nikaido, M., Rooney, A. P. & Okada. N.
NuclearElements,which are defunct
(1999). Phylogenetic relationships
among cetartiodactyls based on short
retrovirusesthat could still integrate
and long interspersed elements: hipinto chromosomes after having lost
popotamuses are the closest extant relthe capacityto escape. For instance,
atives of whales. Proceedings of the
in the human genome there are
96, 10261ofSciences,
NationalAcademy
516,000 copies of LINE 1. There is
10-266.
no way to logicallyarguethat LINE1
Smit,A., Toth, C., Riggs,A. &Jurga,J. (1995).
serves a necessary function in the
Ancestral mammalian-widesubfamilies
human genome. But beyond its presLINE 1 repetitive sequences. Journalof
MolecularBiology,246, 401-417.
ence in the human genome, thou-

ty of the creatoror designer.The creator or designer, having once
designed or created a molecule,
process, or structureto accomplisha
certainpurpose, is said to simply use
it over and over again, perhaps with
some small modifications, as new
organismsare created.
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The guest editorial by Bhattacharjee,et al. contains an error.They
confused two articlesby Asfaw,et al.
The referenced article placed Homo
erectusin the MiddleAwashat 1 million years. The following article
placed early Homo sapiens in the
MiddleAwashat 160,000 PB:White,
T.D.,Asfaw,B., DeGusta, D., Gilbert,
H., Richards, G.D., Suwa, G. &
Howell, F.C. (2003). Pleistocene
Homo sapiens from Middle Awash,
Ethiopia.Nature,423(6941), 742-7.

Finally,thereis absolutelyno evidence
againstevolution;virtuallyall of the
thousandsof researchstudies continue to fullyconfirmthe validiy of evolution. When you ask anti-evolutionists for their "evidenceagainstevolution,"they can only cite distortions,
quotes out of context, long-ago-discreditedreports,andappealsto logical
fallacies.None of this deservesa place
in the science classroomwhen evolu-

